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Corporate wearing has been one of the most different and costly attires of all times. In such case
cheap suits needs to be kept in such a way that it gives a complete dressing sense and seem to
appear costly. Waiting for your local store to have a suit sale can be a good alternative for
somebody that already has suits and doesn't care when they get a new one. This is not a viable
alternative if youâ€™re looking to pick up some low cost corporate apparel now or in the immediate
future. Another option is to go to a consignment shop. These stores offer quality used suits at a
reasonable price. If you are lucky enough to find a suit your size, a consignment shop can be a
great place to get your next suit. But the problem is the outfit one buys looks as valuable as one
from a good brand. Here we share few ideas to how to do this.

* Size- Size matters the most. If youâ€™re anywhere close to being in shape, you need to be buying â€œtrim
fitâ€• or â€œathletic cutâ€• suits.  Those usually come pre contoured at the sides of the jacket, and will often
have less shoulder padding.  Both of those features will give you a natural, masculine V-shape. 
Normal suits will leave you looking like youâ€™re stuck inside a barrel of cloth. Go for a size you feel
comfortable and try the suit to know it better.

* Color and fabric- Choose the color which suits you best, go for a trial and know it when you
observe yourself. Know the color and match it to the best. Stick with natural fabrics like wool.  Skip
polyester which is almost always cheaper.  Wool moves better and is much more breathable than
plasticized poly fabric.

* Prepare yourself- Prepare yourself for the best with proper tie, watch and other accessories. Even
if your suit is not so costly give it a feel of proper wearing and help it out. Go for the proper dress up
along with a person who can form the best opinion for you so that you can make it really a worth
one.

* Stitching- You need a professional who knows what theyâ€™re doing to give it the right shape.  Like
wearing a jacket thatâ€™s too large, most men believe that suits fit perfect right off the rack.  Not true.
You should at the very least consider having the jacket sides brought in a bit more and the sleeve
length adjusted so youâ€™re showing Â¼ inch of shirt cuff.

* Be careful- Since the quality of this outfit is not too good, it should be treated in a manner it helps
out best. This suit needs extra care and caution to maintain it in the right way. Being careful about
this can help to retain it for a long time with the same value. Maintenance of the suit is important and
benefitting. Cheap suits generally look expensive if maintained well.
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